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Company: Mediterranean Shipping Company

Location: , , Pakistan

Category: other-general

This position is principally responsible to undertake all tasks related to the smooth berthing

and sailing of vessels including but not limited to all operational matters as well as ensuring

meeting all port and terminals requirements and formalities.Experience in the following is

necessary:Vessel Handling at Port Qasim & Karachi Port, effective coordination with MSC

Geneva FNTE for timely berthing/sailing of MSC vessels, coordinate with MSC Pakistan

commercial, logistics, documentation, Finance & CS and attend their queries .Strong

relationship with PQA & KPT and all four marine terminals.Timely Vessel Departure Reports ,

VCI , Verification of vendor invoices.Preparation and analysis of load plans and Container

Booking Forecasts.Interaction with Port Authorities, terminals, and all related

departments.Updating all internal systems prior to berthing, and after sailing within stipulated

timeframes.Communication with Central Planners, Terminal Planners, and Vessel

officers.Interaction and coordination with all departments within the organization to

optimize efficiency.Communication and coordination with overseas offices and competency

to manage and operate all company I.T. systems.Implementing and adhering to all

Compliance parameters and regulations.External stakeholder management with Geneva

Planning Centers, Local & Government Bodies, Terminal Authorities, Marine Services

related vendors.Excellent Communication Skills.KSA & Skill Requirement:Operation

Productivity target at DPW Karachi , KICT and SAPT terminals.Maximize revenue for

the company by ensuring loading of all containers in released status as per allocated space on

each Vessel.To prepare strategic reports in excel about operational cost, budget, vessel

performance. Must be able to drive car.Qualification & Experience:Marine Master / Master from a
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reputable University.5-8 years relevant experience is a mustFlexible to travel between

Port and MSC Karachi Offices.Please share resumes at PAK-careers@msc.com
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